Construction and characterization of a spectral probe mutant of troponin C: application to analyses of mutants with increased Ca2+ affinity.
A spectral probe mutant (F29W) of chicken skeletal muscle troponin C (TnC) has been prepared in which Phe-29 has been substituted by Trp. Residue 29 is at the COOH-terminal end of the A helix immediately adjacent to the Ca2+ binding loop of site I (residues 30-41) of the regulatory N domain. Since this protein is naturally devoid of Tyr and Trp, spectral features can be assigned unambiguously to the single Trp. The fluorescent quantum yield at 336 nm is increased almost 3-fold in going from the Ca(2+)-free state to the 4Ca2+ state with no change in the wavelength of maximum emission. Comparisons of the Ca2+ titration curves of the change in far-UV CD and fluorescence emission indicated that the latter was associated only with the binding of 2Ca2+ to the regulatory sites I and II. No change in fluorescence was detected by titration with Mg2+. The Ca(2+)-induced transitions of both the N and C domains were highly cooperative. Addition of Ca2+ also produced a red shift in the UV absorbance spectrum and a reduction in positive ellipticity as monitored by near-UV CD measurements. The fluorescent properties of F29W were applied to an investigation of five double mutants: F29W/V45T, F29W/M46Q, F29W/M48A, F29W/L49T, and F29W/M82Q. Ca2+ titration of their fluorescent emissions indicated in each case an increased Ca2+ affinity of their N domains. The magnitude of these changes and the decreased cooperativity observed between Ca2+ binding sites I and II for some of the mutants are discussed in terms of the environment of the mutated residues in the 2Ca2+ and modeled 4Ca2+ states.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)